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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we shall study a class of general nonlinear variational inequalities in 
reflexive Banach spaces. By applying a minimax inequality obtained by the author, some existence 
uniqueness theorenm of solutions for the general nonlinear variational inequalities are proved. Next, 
by applying the auxiliary problem technique, we suggest an innovative iterative algorithm to compute 
the approximate solutions of the general nonlinear variational inequality. Finally, the convergence 
criteria is also discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be a nonempty convex subset of a Banach space B, B* be the topological dual space of B, 
and (u, v) be the pairing between u E B* and v E B. Let T, A : D --, B* and g : D --. B be 
mappings and f : D --, ( -eo ,  +c¢] be a real-valued function. In this paper, we shall investigate 
the following general nonlinear variational inequality problem GNVIP (T, A, g, f ,  D): find u E D 
such that 
(Tu - Au, g(v) - g(u)) >_ f(u) - f (v),  for all v E D. (1.1) 
The problem (1.1) with D = B = H, the Hilbert space is introduced and studied as the 
generalized variational inequality problem by Yao [1], where some existence theorems of solutions 
were proved under suitable conditions. There are many special cases of the problems (1.1) can 
be found in [1-6] and the references cited therein. Therefore, the GNVIP (T, A, g, f ,  D) (1.1) are 
more general for studying various variational inequalities. 
In this paper, we first prove some existence uniqueness theorems of solutions for the GNVIP 
(T, A, g, f ,  D) under weaker assumptions in reflexive Banach spaces which generalize the corre- 
sponding results of Yao [1] and Noor [3-5] to reflexive Banach spaces. Next, by using the auxiliary 
problem technique, we suggest and analyze a quite general algorithm to compute the approximate 
solutions of the GNVIP (T, A, g, f,  D). Finally, the convergence criteria is also discussed. 
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2. PREL IMINARIES  
We first recall the following definitions and some known results. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let D be a nonempty subset of a Banach space B with the dual space B*, 
T : D --* B* and g : D --* B. 
(1) T is said to be g-strongly monotone with constant a > 0 if  for any u,v  E D with u ~t v, 
- Tv ,  g ( . )  - g (v ) )  >_  ll" - vii 
I f  g = I, the identity mapping, then T is said to be strongly monotone with constant 
a>0.  
(2) T is said to be g-antimonotone if for all u, v E D, 
(Tu - Tv, g(u) - g(v)) <_ O, 
(3) T is said to be Lipsehitz continuous with constant ~ > 0 ff for all u, v E D, 
IITu - Tvl l  <  llu - vii. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let D be a nonempty convex subset of a Banach space B and f : D --* 
(-co,+co]. 
(1) f is sadd to be convex fffor any u,v E D and for any a ~ [0,1], 
f (au -4- (1 - a)v) < otf(u) -1- (1 - a) f (v) .  
(2) f is said to be lower semieontinuous on D ff for each a E (-co, +co], the set {u E D : 
f (u )  < a} is closed in D. 
The following notions were introduced by Ding and Tarafdar in [7]. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let D be a nonempty convex subset of a Banach space B, T : D ~ B* and 
g : D ~ B be mappings. T and g are said to have O-diagonally concave relation on D ff the 
function q~ : D x D --* (-co, +co) defined by 
¢(u, v) = (Tu, g(v) - g(u) ) 
is O-diagonally concave in v (c£ [8]), i.e., for any finite set {v l , . . . , vm} C D and for any u = 
Eim__l ~il}i Oti ~> 0 gild E~_~I )ti -~ 1), 
vd < o. 
i=1 
T and g are sa/d to have O-diagonally convex relation on D f f -T  and g have the O-diagonMly 
concave relation on D. 
REMARK 2.1. It is easy to see that if, for each w E T(D) ,  the function v ~-, (w,g(v)) is concave, 
then T and g have the 0-diagonally concave relation on D. 
The proof of the following Lemma can found in [9]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let D be a nonempty convex subset of a topological vector space and let ~ : 
D x D --* [-co, +oo] be such that 
(i) for each v ~ D, u ~ ~b(v,u) is lower semicontinuous on each nonempty compact subset 
o lD ,  
r t l  (ii) for each nonempty finite set {vl , . . .  ,vm} C D and for each u = ~=1 ~ivi (Ai _> 0, 
= 1), minl< <,  u) _< 0, 
(iii) there exist a nonempty compact convex subset Do of D and a nonempty compact subset K 
of D such that for each u ~ D \ K ,  there is an v ~ co(D0 U {u}) with 4~(v, u) > O. Then 
there exists an fi ~ K such that Ca(v, fi) <_ 0 for all v ~ D. 
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3. EX ISTENCE UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
In this section, we shall prove some existence uniqueness theorems of solutions for the GNVIP 
(T ,A ,g , f ,D) .  
THEOREM 3.1. Let D be a nonempty closed convex subset of a reflexive Banach space B with 
the dual space B*, T ,A  : D - ,  B* and g : D ~ B be mappings and f : B --, R be a proper 
convex lower semicontinuous functional with Int (dora f )  N D ~ 0 such that 
(i) T is both continuous and g-strongly monotone with constant a > O, 
(ii) g is Lipschitz continuous with constant ~ >_ 0 
(iii) A is continuous and g-antimonotone, 
(iv) A - T and g have the O-diagonally concave relation on D, then the GNVIP (T, A, g, f ,  D) 
(1.1) has a unique solution ~ E D. 
PROOF. Define a function ¢ : D × D --, [-oo, +c¢] by 
¢(v, u) = (An - Tu, g(v) - g(u)) + .f(u) - f(v). 
Since T, A, and g are continuous by (i)-(iii) and f is lower semicontinuous, we have that for 
each v e D, the function u ~ ¢(v, u) is weakly lower semicontinuous on D. We claim that 
¢(v, u) satisfies Condition (ii) of Lemma 2.1. If it were not true, then there exist a finite set 
{~)l,...,~)m} C D and an u = ~"~m=l)~it) i (~i ~-- O, ~"~=1)~i  ---- 1) such that ¢(v,,u) > 0 for all 
i = 1 , . . . ,  m, that is, 
(Au - Tu, g(v,) - g(u)) + f (u)  - f(v,)  > O, for all i = 1 , . . . ,  m. 
It follow that 
rn  m 
Z Ai (An - Tu, g(v,) - g(u)) + .f(u) - Z Air(v,) > 0. 
i l l  i----1 
Note that f is convex, we must have 
v~ 
~_~,,(Au - Tu, g(v,) - g(u)) > o, 
i ffi l 
which contradicts the fact that A - T and g have the 0-diagonally concave relation on D. There- 
fore, Condition (ii) of Lemma 2.1 holds. Since f is proper convex lower semicontinuous, for each 
v e int (dora f) ,  Of(v) ~ 0, see [1% Take ~ • int (dotal)  N D, then we have 
f (u)  > f (~) + (r,u - ~), for all r • Of (~), u • B. 
By the definition of ~ and Conditions (i)-(iii), we have 
¢ (~, u) = (An - Tu, g (~) - g(u)) -t- f (u)  - f (~) 
> (TO - Tu, g (~) - g(u)) - (T~, g (~) - g(u)) + (AV, g (~) - g(u)) + f (u)  - f (~) 
>_ ~l lu  - 'Dil 2 - ,5 IIT'~II Ilu - ~11 - ,5 IIA'~II Ilu - '~11 + <,' ,u - ,~) 
_> Ilu - '~11 [,~ Ilu - '~11 - ,5 IIT'~II - ,5 IIA'~II - 11'11]- 
Let R = ( l la ) [6 ( l lT~l l+ l lA~l l )+ l l r l l ]  and K = {u  • D"  I lu - '~ l l  -< R} .  When K and  Do  = {~} are 
both weakly compact convex subsets olD. Hence, for each u • D\K ,  there exists ~ • co(D0tg{u}) 
such that ¢(~,u) > 0 and Condition (iii) of Lemma 2.1 is also satisfied. By Lemma 2.1, there 
exists a fi • D such that ¢(v, ~) ~_ 0 for all v • D, that is, 
(A~ - T~, g(~) - g (~)) + I (~) - fCv) < 0, for all v • 
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Hence, we have 
(Tfi - Aft, g(v) - g (fi)) _> f (f)  - f(v),  for all v E D, 
i.e., fi is a solution of the GNVIP (T, A, g, f,  D) (1.1). Now we prove that fi is an unique solution 
of the problem (1.1). Suppose that ul, u2 are arbitrary two solutions of the problem (1.1). Then, 
we have that for all v E D, 
(TUl - Au l ,g (v )  - g(ul)) _> f (u l )  - f(v),  and (3.1) 
(Tu2 - Au2,  g(v)  - g(u2))  _> I (u2)  - f(v). (3.2) 
Taking v = u2 in (3.1) and v = Ul in (3.2) and adding these inequalities, we obtain 
(TUl - Tu2, g(ul) - g(u2)) - (AUl - Au2, g(ui) - g(u2)) _~ 0. (3.3) 
From the g-strong monotony of T and the g-antimonotony of A it follow that if ut ~ u2, then 
we have 
0 < aHui - u2[[ 2 _< (TUl - Tu2,g(u l )  - g(u2)) _< (Aul  - Au2,g(u l )  - g(u2)) _< 0, 
which is a contradiction. Hence, we must have ul = u2 and so fi is the unique solution of the 
GNVIP (T, A, g, f ,  D) (1.1). 
If A is Lipschitz continuous with constant A _> 0, then the g-antimonotony of A is not necessary 
in Theorem 3.1. This has been proved in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let D, B,  B*, T, A, g, and f be same as in Theorem 3.1 such that Conditions (i), 
(ii), and (iv) hold. Condition (iii) is replaced by the following: 
(iii)' A is Lipschitz continuous with constant A >_ 0 such that a > A~f. 
Then the GNVIP(T ,  A,g,  f ,  D) (1.1) has an unique solution fi E D. 
PROOF. Define a function ¢ : D x D ~ [-c~, +co] by 
¢(v, u) = (Au - Tu,  g(v) - g(u)) +/ (u )  - f (v ) .  
By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, ¢ satisfies Conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 
2.1. By Conditions (i),(ii) of Theorem 3.1 and Condition (iii) ~, we have 
¢ (~, u) = (Au - ru ,  g (~) - g (u) )  + l (u )  - I (~)  
= (TV - Tu,  g (~) - g(u)) - (T~, g (~) - g(u)) 
- (A9 - Au, g (~) - g(y))  + <Ag, g (~) - g(y))  + f (u )  - f (~) 
> ~ Ilu - ~112 - 6 ( I IT~II  + I IA~I I ) I lu  - ~11 - ~l lu  - ~112 + ( r ,  u - ~)  
= Ilu - ~11 [(a - ~) I lu  - ~11 - ~ (IIT~II + IIA~II) - lit[I] • 
S ince a - ~6 > 0, we may let R = (1 /~-  A6)[~(IIT~II + [IA~II) + Ilrl[] and g = {w ~ D : 
I l u  - ~11 -< R}. By using same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can show that 
Condition (iii) of Lemma 2.1 is also satisfied. By Lemma 2.1, there exists an fi E D such that 
(T f  - A f ,  g(v) - g (f)) _ f (f)  - f (v ) ,  for all v E D. 
Note that A and g are both Lipschitz continuous and a > A6, by using similar argument as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can prove that f is an unique solution of the GNVIP (T, A, g, f,  D) 
(1.1). 
REMARK 3.1. If for each w E (A -T ) (D) ,  the function u ~ (w,g(u))  is concave, or in particular, 
g is afline or linear, then Condition (iv) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. If g is the identity mapping, 
then Conditions (ii) and (iv) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied trivially and then T is strongly monotone 
with constant a > 0. Hence, Theorem 3.2 is an improved variant of Theorem 3.1 of [1] under 
reflexive Banach space setting. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 can employed to obtain some generalizations 
of existence results for various kinds of variational inequalities and complementarity problems 
in [1-6] to reflexive Banach spaces. 
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4. GENERAL ALGORITHM AND CONVERGENCE 
In this section, we use the auxiliary principle technique to give a general algorithm of approx- 
imate solutions of the GNVIP (T, A, g, f, D) and convergence analysis. 
We consider an auxiliary proper convex and differentiable functional K : B --* R and a positive 
number p > 0. For a given ft E D, we introduce the following auxiliary problem: 
~ [K(w) + p (Tft - Aft, g(w)) - (K' (ft), w) + pf(w). (4.1) 
If the functionals f and w --* (T f t -  Aft, g(w)) is convex, then the solution of the auxiliary 
problem (4.1) can be characterized bythe following auxiliary variational inequality 
(K'(w), v - w) > (K' (ft), v - w) 
- p (Tft - Aft, g(v) - g(w)) + pf(w) - pf(v),  for all v 6 D. (4.2) 
We note that if w = ft, then it is clear that ft is a solution of the GNVIP (T, A, g, f, D). Based 
on these observations, we suggest the following eneral algorithm for computing the approximate 
solution of the GNVIP (T, A, g, f, D). 
ALGORITHM 4.1. GENERAL ALGORITHM. 
(i) At  n = O, start with some initial uo. 
(ii) At  step n, solve the auxiliary problem (4.1) with ft = u~. Let Un+l be the solution of the 
problem (4.1). 
(iii) I f  for a given e > 0, I[un+l - un[I < e, stop. Otherwise, repeat (~). 
REMARK 4.1. Algorithm 4.1 is an interesting way of computing a solution to the GNVIP 
(T, A, g, f, D) as long as either the auxiliary problem (4.1) or the auxiliary variational inequal- 
ity (4.2) is easier to solve than the GNVIP (T, A, g, f, D). As the auxiliary problem (4.1) is a 
minimizing problem, several methods including radient, subgradient, and decomposition can be 
studied in the general framework of the auxiliary problem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let D be a nonempty dosed convex subset of a rettexive Banach space B, T ,A  : 
D --* B* and g : D ~ B be mappings, and f : B --* (-co, +co] be a proper convex lower 
semicontinuous functional with int (dom f) f3 D # 0. Let K : B --* (-oo, +co] be a differentiable 
proper convex functional such that 
(i) T is both continuous and g-strongly monotone with constant ~ ~ O, 
(ii) g is Lipschitz continuous with constant ~f ) 0 such that for each w E (A - T)(D),  v ~-* 
(w, g(v)) is a concave function, 
Off) A is Lipschitz continuous with constant ~ ~_ 0 such that )~tf < ~, 
(iv) the derivative K ~ on K is strongly monotone with constant # > O. 
Then, 
(a) there exists a unique solution ~t E D of the GNVIP (T, A, g, f ,  D ), 
(b) for each p > 0, there exists a unique solution Un+l E D of the auxiliary problem (4.1) 
or (4.2) with u,~ substituted for ft, 
(c) i fT  is also Lipschitz continuous with constant ~ > 0 such that 
2/z(a - $~f) (4.3) 
0 < p < ~2(~ + ~)2, 
then the sequence {un} defined by the Algorithm 4.1 strongly converges to ft. 
PROOF. 
(a) Since for each w E (A - T)(D), the function v ~-* (w,g(v)) is concave, Condition (iv) of 
Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. The conclusion Ca) follows from Theorem 3.2. 
(b) For each fixed p > 0 and un E D, define a functional ~ : D x D --* [-co, +col by 
w) = (K'(u.) - K ' (w) ,  v - w)  - p (Tu  - Au , g(v)  - g(w)) + pY (w) - p l  (v). 
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By using similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is easy to check that ~b satisfies all 
conditions of Lemma 2.1 and hence, there exists ~ E D such that for all v E D,  
(K ' (u . ) -K ' (d J ) ,v -d J ) -p (Tu . -Au . ,g (v ) -g (Cu) )+pf (Cu) -p f (v )<_O.  (4.4) 
It is also easy to show that ~ is a unique solution and so un+1 = ~ is a unique solution of the 
auxiliary variational inequality problem (4.2) with ~ = un. 
(c) Let us now study the functional A : D ~ (-oo, +oo] defined by 
h(u) = K (f) - K(u)  - (K ' (u) ,  f - u) . 
By the strong monotony of K' ,  we have 
# 
h(u)  = K ( f )  - K (u )  - (K ' (u ) . f  - u) > ~ Ilu - fll 2 (4.5) 
From the strong monotony of K '  and (4.4) with d~ = un+l and v -- f ,  it follows that 
h(un) - A(un+l) = K(un+x)  - K (un)  - (K ' (un) ,  un+x - un) + (K ' (un+x)  - K ' (un) ,  f - u,~+l) 
> U_ Ilu. - Un+l  [[2 + P (Tun - Aun ,  g(un+l)  - g ( f ) )  + p f (un+l )  - p f  ( f )  
-2  
= ~ [[un - u.+l[[ ~ + p (Tun - Aun  - (T f  - A f ) ,g (u .+ l )  - g ( f ) )  
2 
+ p (T f  - A f ,  g(un+~) - g ( f ) )  + pl(u,,+~) - p / ( f ) .  
Since f is a solution of the GNVIP (T, A, 9, f ,  D) and un+l E D, we have 
(Tf  - Af, g(un+l) - g (f)) _3> f (f) - f(un+l). 
It follows that 
# 
h(u . )  - h(u,+~) > ~ Ilu. - u.+~ll 2 + p (Tun - Aun  - (T f  - A f t ) ,g (Un+t)  -- g ( f ) )  
= -~ Hun - un+1[[ 2+ p(Tun - Tf ,  g(un+t) - g(u,,))  
2 
+ p (Tun - T f ,  g(un) - g ( f ) )  - p (Aun - A f ,  g(un+l)  - g(un))  
- p (A-n  - A f ,  g (u . )  - g ( f ) )  
> ~ I lu .  - Un+l l l  2 -- p~6 Ilu,, --  f l l  I1"-  -- U .+* l l  + pa  IlUn - f l l  2 
-2  
- p ,~ I lu .  - f l l  I lUn -- ~-+*11 -- P~ I lu .  -- f l l  ~ 
(4.6) 
> _u I lu .  - u .+x l l  2 + p(,~ - ~6) I lu . ,  - f l l  2 
-2  
- p (~ + ~6) I lu .  - f l l  I lun -- Un÷l l l  
> E I lu .  --  U .+z l l  = + p(,~ - ~) I lu .  - f l l  ~ -2  
2u I lu .  - f l l  = - ~ I lu .  - t~+~l l  = 
p~= A)a] Ilu. - f l l  ~ • = p [~ - ~ - ~ (~ + 
Condition (4.3) and inequality (4.6) show that the sequence {A(u,)} is strictly decreasing (unless 
un = f)  and it is nonnegative by (4.5). Hence, it converges to some number. Therefore, the 
difference of two successive t rms of the sequence goes to zero and so the sequence {u,} converges 
strongly to f as n ~-* oo. This completes the proof. 
REMARK 4.1. Theorem 4.1 improves and generalizes Theorem 3.1 of [3-5] to reflexive Banach 
spaces and generalizes Theorem 2.2 of [11] to more general nonlinear variational inequalities. 
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